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that the radial growth of the trees used is determined by the winter and
s p r i n ~(October-June) precipitation, little if at all by the summer rainfall

%
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considerable degree on the summer (July-September) rains, cannot be judged
from tree rings, that past crop failures and consequent migrations cannot be
concluded from narrow rings, as those of A. D. 1276-99. Furthermore, since
grasses, which are the foremost protectors of the soil from erosion, are mainly
or entirely dependent on summer rainfall, series of subnormal rings do not
necessarily mean ages of soil erosion; and there might have been erosions
that are not recorded by narrow rings. Comments on man's antiquity in
the Great Basin have been appended.
West-Canadian ice sheets a n d pluvials in t h e Great: Basin

d by positions and

The Wisconsin Glacial included western (Cordilleran and Keewatin) and
eastern (Labrador and Patricia) ice, the line of demarcation extending along
western Hudson Bay and the Mississippi River. The western ice is believed
to have had one early maximum, the Iowan, some 65,000 years ago, and one
late one, the Mankato, some 25,000 years ago. The eastern ice had one intervening culmination with successive regional maxima called the Tazewell and
the Cary. The Tazewell is marked by the Shelbyville morainic system in
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio and probably by the Ronkonkoma moraine on Long
Island. I t was attained probably some 40,000 years ago. The Cary maximum
is recorded by the St. Croix-Johnstown-Mississinawa morainic system in
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, by the peripheral Wisconsin moraine in
northwestern Pennsylvania, the Ringhamton drift border in western New
York ( 6 8 ) , and probably by the ice advance a t Northampton, Massachusetts.
I t occurred probably some 27,500 years ago. The Valders (94, p. 8
is an important recessional stage of the eastern ice, roughly contemporaneous
with the Mankato maximum of the western ice. The Valders ice border was
located south of Lake Superior, a t Milwaukee, the Port Huron morainic
system, Buffalo, southern Adirondacks, and St. Johnsbury in Vermont, which
dates it a t about 25,000 years.'
The Iowan glaciation is believed to have started by accumulation of snow
and ice in the mountains and on the plateaus of northwest(
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level as the ice in the mountains, i t developed an independent center of outflow, the Keewatin center, which changed position with t
and wastage of the ice sheet. When the ice sheets had attained large size in
western Canada, the permanent snow and ice made the air pressure and prec'
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THE GREAT BASIN

of the modern winter; that is the pressure and precipitation conditions prevailing during the modern winter persisted through the year.
During the modern winter all Canada and the waters to the north are
covered by snow and ice which by reflecting the solar heat give rise to intensely chilled air. A great contrast is developed between the temperature and
pressure of the air over the snow and ice on one hand, and over the bordering
open oceans and snow-free land on the other. The steep gradient of the anti-

Lat. 30°. The interaction of the contrasting air masses give rise to the travelling lows and highs; and where the air masses clash on a large scale there
are developed semi-permanent lows, the Aleutian Low and the Iceland Low.
In the cyclones precipitation is produced by condensation of moisture contained in the warm air masses by their being raised and thus suddenly cooled.
Most North Pacific cyclones travel northeastward into - the Gulf of Alaska.
Several reach the continent in southern British Columbia or in Washington,
and some of these cross the Rockies and move eastward along the International Boundary. Still others take a more southerly route and give California
most of its precipitation.
During the modern summer, with snow and ice gone, low pressure conditions are established over the continent. The Aleutian Low is reduced to a
trace. Instead there is formed over the Pacific on Lat. 40' a strong anticyclone which controls the North American west coast. This high causes a
practically rainless summer in California, but permits occasional cyclones to
bring some rain to the coast from Oregon to Bering Sea.
When the west-Canadian ice sheets were large these modern summer
conditions could not establish themselves, though, of course, the temperature
rose especially outside the ice sheets causing seasons, but the described winter
conditions of pressure and precipitation were fairly permanent. The Aleutian
Low persisted through the summer, and the subtropical high pressure may
As a consequence moving cyclones,
have remained on or below Lat. 30'.
bringing precipitation, crossed the western United States in spring, summer,
and autumn as well as in winter. Hence the West had a pluvial period.
Ultimately the western ice sheets became so large, and the glacial anticyclone so strong that the storm tracks were pushed off their normal courses,
and the heaviest precipitation occurred well to the south of the ice border, or

pitation diminished in the Great Basin. After long ages these ice sheets again
received sufficient nourishment and were rejuvenated.
In the meantime the Labrador ice sheet is believed to have formed,
nourished a t first mainly by snow from moist east and northeast winds induced essentially by the Iceland Low, then situated to the south of its modern
site. When this ice extended to New York City the growing strength of its
glacial anticyclone had reduced the cyclonic snowfall in its marginal area
so that the ice supply became balanced by the enormous wastage in this low
latitude. Ice advance ceased, and retreat interrupted by oscillations soon set
in. After the ice border had withdrawn to the general region of the VermontQuebec boundary and beyond the straits connecting lakes Michigan and Huron
there was a halt. Thls was followed by a readvance to a curving line running
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the weakened glacial anticyclone. The western ice sheets may have received
snow from the same storms, and they attained their second maximum, the
Mankato, approximately a t the same time as the Valders readvance reached
its limit. The Mankato glacial maximum in turn caused a second culmination
of the pluvial lakes and of the mountain glaciers in the West. Finally also the
western ice sheets withdrew; and a marked temperature rise led to the disappearance of all the ice shets.
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The history of the Great Basin, of Lake Bonneville in Utah (44, 76, 6 1 )
and Lake Lahontan in Nevada (81,62, 7 ) , may now be fitted into the above
general picture of the climatic changes during the Wisconsin Glacial. Of the
three main Bonneville stages distinguished by Gilbert (44, pp. 260, 262, 316)
the "second Bonneville epoch of high water" alone may represent the Wisconsin Glacial. This "second epoch of high water" includes two fine-grained
sedimentary beds, viz. the white marl and the underlying yellow clay (44, pp.
190, 198). These two clay beds in conjunction with the upper section in the
Old River Bed (44, pp. 194, 198), 45 miles southwest of Utah Lake, suggest
that the epoch really included two separate high-water stages, though this
fact is discounted by Gilbert (44, p. 199) and ignored in his final discussions
of the geological events (44, pp. 260, 262, 316). The two high-water stages
are recorded by the Bonneville and the Provo shore lines, whose formation,
however, probably was separated by a long interval during which the water
level withdrew below the upper section in the Old River Bed but not to the
lower section (44, p. 198, fig. 30). The high-water stages consequently were
distinctly separate lakes and may be called Lake Bonneville in restricted and
proper sense and Lake Provo. Lake BonnevilIe proper was upon its maximum
partially drained to the Snake River and the Pacific through the Red Rock
Pass, whose lime stone floor held the level of Lake Frovo. (See figure.)
The history of Lake Lahontan was naturally parallel to that of Lake
Bonneville in wide sense. A corresponding interpretation, which is a modification of that given by Russell ( s l , pp. 102, 204, 236, 237, 263), is shown
in the figure. The arguments, too complicated to be briefly stated, are set
forth in another paper (19, p. 30). Lake Lahontan in restricted and proper
sense was contemporaneous with Lake Bonneville proper, and Dendritic Lake
(from dendritic tufa, "Dendritic terrace") probably with Lake Provo.
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During the Iowan-Bonneville Glacio-Pluvial Lake Bonneville rose 1000
feet above the zero level of Great Salt Lake and overflowed. I t covered 19,750
square miles, while Lake Michigan has an area of 22,400 square miles. Lake
Lahontan rose 530 feet above the 1882 level of 'Pyramid Lake and attained
an area of about 8,500 square miles, but probably did not overflow. The Great
Basin, especially the northern area, was crowded with large and deep lakes
(7-4). In comparison to this vast expahsion of lakes the local glaciation was
small, especially in the mountains to the east (20, Pls. IV, X, "later epoch;"
S, p. 648). Only three glaciers extended below the Bonneville shore line a t
about 5200 feet, moraines of the "later epoch" (the Tahoe) being covered by
Bonneville deltas on the Alpine, South Dry, and Little Cottonwood creeks,
situated some 1 4 to 20 miles south of Salt Lake City (20, pp. 79, 80, 83, 92;
also 44, pp. 308-311, PI. 42; 23, p. 915). On the east flank of the Sierra Nevada the glaciers extended to an average altitude of 7000 feet (23, p. 891), or
to some 4300 feet below the modern glaciers. The relative magnitude of the
lakes and the glaciers demonstrates that the wet precipitation was very much
greater than the solid. I t was the cyclonic rains during the warm seasons
which made the chief difference from the conditions a t present. This glaciopluvial was the wettest and coldest age of the Wisconsin judging from the
mountain glaciers and Lake Lahontan. Lakes Bonneville and Provo do not
seem to supply any evidence on this point. The few and small Bonneville
deltas and the numerous and huge Provo deltas and other features which made
Gilbert (44, pp. 129, 130, 153-166, 308-311) infer that the Provo stage was
the wettest and coldest, do not necessitate that conclusion, for the formation
of deltas was f a r more favorable a t the Provo level (76, pp. 41, 52, 54, 55),

the overflow level. This is shown by the mentioned occurrence of moraines
beneath deltas close to the Bonneviile shore and by the presence of deltas material up to the Bonneville level in the gap between the lateral moraines of
Little Cottonwood glacier, as observed by Blackwelder (23, p. 915). The absence of the Bonneville shore line (which is visible close by) from the
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consequently represents such a p r o t r ~ c t e dlingering of the water level that
Gilbert (44, p. 186) believed it was determined by an outflow or its equivalent,

-

the final fall of Lake Provo, and thus records the lowest interpluvial lake
level. The post-Lahontan lake in Nevada probably subsided to the 110-foot
level, forming the Thinolite terrace. The Interpluvial may have been distinctly
moister and cooler than the present.
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During the Mankato-Provo Glacio-Pluvial the lake in western Utah may
have risen to the Red Rock PBss outlet and overflowed. The channel was
cleared of debris to the lime stone ledge, and the lake became established 625

reached 320 feet above Pyramid Lake of 1882, forming the Dendritic terrace.
The lakes were out of proportion to the mountain glaciers. On the east side
of the Sierra Nevada the glaciers stopped 500 feet higher than they did during
the Tahoe, that is, they extended to the level of about 7500 feet (23, p. 884),
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The warmest postglacial age of northern Europe was characterized by a
relatively insular climate with warmer summers and milder winters than now
prevail (47, p. 242). The mean annual temperature was probably about 2' C.
(3.6' I?.) higher than today, corresponding to a shift of five degrees of latitude
(78, pp. 60,15) ; but according to one estimate the temperature of the warmest
month was 2' C., that of the coldest month 0.5O C. (about loF.), higher than
a t present (60, p. 479).
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what earlier seems a reasonable provisional date.
With temperatures as a t present or higher, the last 9000 years as a
whole have been warm in comparison to the glacial ages. In climatic respects
these millennia are comparable to the interglacials. Whether they are the
early part of an interglacial or of a complete deglaciation, they form an age
which is so intimately associated with the Ice Age or Pleistocene that they
should be included into i t (62aJ p. 672; 40aJ p. 208). Their incorporation
would make the terms "Ice Age" and "Pleistocene" synonymous with "Quater-.

.

a
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America, are inappropriate. The word "recent" means "modern" in Scandinavian languages; and the age in consideration is properly a part of the
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Pleistocene, not a successor. "Holocene" has been tried both in Europe and
America (9Sa, P1. I). Here is therefore suggested the term "Neother?naZ,"
adj. and n., from "neo-" meaning "new," "recent," and from "thermal",
meaning "of or pertaining to heatJ'. 'Neo-' is included to distinguish this late
warm age from the interglacials which would be more appropriately named
warm or thermal ages. In a classification scheme the Neothermal age should
have the same rank as the Wisconsin Glacial and the Sangamon Interglacial
(Sangamon Thermal).
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THE ANATHERMAL AGE

The moisture conditions in the Great Basin during the Anathermal age
seem to be indicated by a relatively high lake in the Summer basin, southcentral Oregon. As shown by a pumice bed in its deposits this lake existed
during the climactic eruptions of Mt. Mazama, the ancient volcano whose
collapse formed the caldera holding Crater Lake (5). To date the pumice
bed, which also occurs below and in peat deposits, therefore means to date
the lake. The final 8ruptions of Mt. Mazama are held by Williams to have
been short-lived; and nowhere has there been found more than one bed of Mt.
Mazama pumice. The age of the pumice and of Crater Lake has been esti-
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mated by Williams a t 4000 to 7000 years (9Sa, pp. 112-14); by Hansen a t
not more than 10,000 years and perhaps less (53a, p. 118) ; and by Allison a t
10,000 to 14,000 years ( 5 , pp. 800-804). Here another estimate will be attempted on the basis of Hansen's and Allison's seemingly best data.
From Lairds Bay, 25 miles south of Klamath Falls, Oregon, Hansen has
described a significant peat profile, which is briefly (52, pp. 104, 111-13, Fig.
57; 53a, pp. 102-104) :
At top, 0.9 meter of fibrous peat with a minimum of yellow pine pollen and

a maximum of western white pine pollen. Gap in deposition.

1.8 meters (depths of 0.91-2.7 meters) of sedimentary peat. Between the

depths of 1.7 and 0.91 meter the yellow pine attains its maximum in the
profile, and the white pine its minimum. In the topmost part of this bed,
between the levels of 1.04 and 0.91 meter. there are artifacts.
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The presence of artiiacts shows that the lake a t one time subsided sufficiently to permit man to camp on the exposed lake bed; and the overlying
peat indicates a renewed inundation. The great subsidence of the lake can
only have taken place during the last part of the Altithermal' (see below);
and the conditions as a whole make i t clear that the peat between the depths
of 1.7 and 0.91 meter together with the gap represent the Altithermal age, the
fibrous top bed the Medithermal age. Of particular interest in this connection
is the dating of the pollen maxima and minima of yellow and white pines in
the region. Much the same frequency variations of the yellow and white
pines occur in a continuous peat profile, named Klamath Falls, from a point
10 miles southwest of that city (52, p. 105, Fig. 60; 53a, p. 103).
From Klamath Marsh, 50 miles north of Klahath Falls, Hansen has
analyzed another peat profile which is of importance for the present discussion
because it shows similar frequency variations of yellow and white pines as do
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in the sediments of pluvial Winter Lake, the predecessor of Summer Lake
(5, pp. 789, 796, 800, 801). On Ana River just north of the lake, the pumice
occurs a t the elevation of about 4225 feet and is underlain by clayey silt and
overlain by 6 feet of stratified sand, silt, clay, pumice, and volcanic ash.
Lamination and even thickness of the beds show that all of them were laid
down without a break in water (5, pp. 795-98). Therefore, during the entire

a
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time of deposition of these beds, the water surface cannot have fallen below

Cascades, and since the regional mountains attain only some 7300 feet in altitude and were not glaciated ( 9 6 a ) , the high lake cannot be attributed to
glacial melt water. On the contrary, because of its isolation the water body
in the Summer basin was and is an excellent and prompt recorder of the
climatic conditions (13, pp. 7 , 14-19). It follows that during and for a long
time after the Mt. Mazama eruption the climate was distinctly moister than
it is a t present.
The relative moisture a t various ages is somewhat revealed by the lake
levels in the basin, which are (5, pp. 791-94, 801) :
Lake Chewaucan of Bonneville Pluvial .................................................. 4500
Interpluvial Ana Lake ........................................................................ about 4210 ?
Winter Lake at Provo Pluvial maximum ................................................ 4360
Winter Lake a t Mt. Mazama eruption ........................................ at least 4235
Altithermal age .......................................................................................... basin dry
Highest level during Medithel-ma1 age ...................................................... 4190
Modern Summer Lake, highest stand ...................................................... 4178
about 4145
Summer Lake a t present ...................................................................

from 1300 1
than does th
now prevail:

Thus a t the time of the Mt. Mazama eruption the water level stood possibly as much as 125 feet below the Winter Lake maximum, a t least 45 feet
above the highest stand attained during the Medithermal age, and a t least
90 feet above the present lake level. If, as concluded above, t h e eruption occurred 8500 t o 9000 B. P. all of rhe Anathermal age, except perhaps the very
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THE rILTITHERMAL AGE

postpluvial times, but nevertheless have only a low salinity, a salinity so low
in fact that they cannot be remains of the pluvial lakes in the same basins.
The pluvial lakes must have dried, and the accumulated salts must have been
removed by the wind or have become buried, before the modern lakes came
into existence. The amount of salts in the waters of these lakes in 1887 to
1912, the salt contents of their main feeder streams, and the r a t e of evaporation suggest that the accumulation of the salts may have required some 4000
years (95, pp. 117-123; 43, pp. 259, 263, 264). This means t h a t the modern
lakes were reborn 4000 years ago and t h a t their basins were dry for long ages
before 2000 B. C.
The modern glaciers in the western mountains had a history similar to
that of the lakes, according to Matthes (69-71; 72, pp. 211-21; 73). All the

mountains, which means a long warm age.
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Arid conditions during the Altithermal age are also recorded by channel erosion (arroyo cutting) and wind erosion in Arizona, New Mexico, and
western Texas; by an exceptionally low level of Utah Lake (49) ; by wind
excavation in Fort Rock basin, Oregon (6, p. 64); and by pollen profiles in
peat deposits in Oregon and Washington (50, p. 218; 51, pp. 57, 59-62).'"
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THE XEDITHERMAL AGE

From the above statements i t follows that a relatively cool and moist
age began about 2000 B. C. The principal evidences are: accumulation of water
in desert basins to form lakes; development and growth of glaciers in high
mountains; deposition of clays and silts in arroyos and valleys eroded during
the Altithermal age; anchoring of dunes by vegetation; and a vegetation
requiring more moisture.
On the Whitewater Creek near Douglas in southeastern Arizona the standard deposits above postpluvial erosion surfaces are two to three feet of
unlaminated brown colored cienega (wet meadow) clay and about a foot of
yellow laminated silt forming the ground surface (IS, pp. 35, 43, 44, 56). The
top silt, which frequently overlies an erosion surface, may have been deposited
from 1300 to 1875 A. D. The cienega clay may indicate moister conditions
than does the yellow silt, which in turn suggests slightly moister climate than
now prevails. At two places erosion interrupted the formation of the cienega
clay, and the upper cienega clay is sandy (IS, pp. 43, 53, 54, 56). An undecorated pot sherd suggests that this erosion occurred about the time of Christ
or later. These conditions seem to show t h a t in southeastern Arizona the two
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1 In the oplnion of the writer Lhe prlmary cause o l arroyo cuttlng is a drastlc reduction
o r destruct~onof t h e plant cover, which i n t u r n can be caused by drought o r by overgrazlng.
trampling. and ilres. T h e eroslon takes place during heavy ralns or cloudbursts I T a ravaged
plant cover and sol1 mantle a r e unable to absorb and retard the sudden raln water, so t h a t
tlus runs of[ too i a s t and concentrates in and rushes down trails. wheel ruts. valleys. and
stream beds. tearing them up. When the ground has a good protect~vecover of vegetation
and s o ~ l .sudden downpours do l ~ t t l eo r no damage, a s 1s especially well shown In the region
of Salt Lalce City (22 pp. 245 248). P r e h ~ s t o r ~channel
c
eroslon thus m a y represent droughts.
w h ~ l ethat slnce 188d can be ' a result of drought, overgrazlng, or a combination Of both. l t
does not seem loglcal lor Thornthwa~te. Sharpe, and Dosch (92. pp. 301. 302; 93. pp 88. 119.
127) to regard past successive channel eroslons and hllings as normal processes under natural
conditions broken by occastonal exceptional showers and then to attribute the modern gully
cutting to destruction ol the vegetal ground cover by overgrazing The modern channel eroslon
m a y naturally be ascribed to overgrazlnu a s long a s no convlnclng ev~dencehas been presented for Bryan's ( Z i . pp .232. 234. 236)D;lew t h a t l t is the result of a progressive drought.
or for the ureater p o s s ~ b ~ l l t that
y
it IS caused by cooperat~onof drought and overgrazlng.
ey dlst~nct
Tree urowth: which correlates well with the wlnter prec~pltatlon.does not ~ n d ~ c a at n
progrzss~ve drought d u r ~ n gh ~ s t o r l ctimes In Anzona and a d j o l n ~ n greglons to t h e east and
north (86).
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THE GREAT BASIN

still larger about 1911, if no water had been diverted from the Truckee River
( 5 7 , p. 83). The white coating of tufa which marks the Pyramid Lake level
of 1868 a t 3879 feet is still clearly visible in sheltered places and is the highest
mark of its kind in the basin (57, p. 75). In 1844 Fremont observed a white
line a t 3872 feet of elevation, but he does not mention any at higher levels (57,
p. 73). I t may be concluded that the lake had not risen above the 3872-foot
mark for a t least. 100 years before Fremont's visit. Mono Lake rose 50 feet
between 1857 and 1919, and in 1914, when a few feet below its historic maximum of 1919, it drowned and killed an 150-year-old tree (54, p. 89). The lake
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of the Medithermal age. However, thid- cannot be judged, for practically no
field study has been made with the purpose .of determining and dating the
highest Medithermal lake levels. This Gtter level of Summer Lake, as stated,
is found 12 feet above the highest modern stand. I t is also known that these
latter levels were generally not very high, for Pyramid Lake has not overflowed for several thousand years (15, ~ . ~ 1 9 2This
) . is shown by a large intact
fan barrier between the Pyramid basin and Smoke Creek Desert. This barrier
1 The cIro\vnlngs ol trees by Eaglc ancl Tahoe lalres seem to be best explained b?' geological events (13, pp. 26, 37).
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The Utah annual average precipitation was then 20.8 inches, the greatest in
fifty years of record, and the Nevada average was 13.5 inches, the third
highest amount ever observed.
In the Great Basin, where the water supply is a determining factor in the
potential development, reasonably accurate estimates of the future probable
amount are important, as forcefully illustrated by many abandoned homesteads. Some idea about the future conditions may be gained from those in
the past. From the time of settling by the white about 1850 to 1923 the runoff
from the high mountains was above the average, and the rainfall a t the lower
edge of the forest was normal to abnormal, making the total water supply
excessive. During the years 1924-34, on the other hand, both runoff and precipitation were subnormal and the temperature and the consequent evaporation
were excessive, producing the severest drought in from 150 (Susanville) to
over 650 (Klamath Falls-Lapine region) years (13, p. 60; 63, p. 188). Since
both dry and moist periods have been abnormal during the 100 years of settlement, we can expect in the future a more normal water supply, one which is
more evenly distributed over the years and consequently better suited f o r
long-range planning. However, the facts that most of the glaciers throughout the world attained their postglacial maxima between 1600 and 1875 A. D.,
especially about 1850, and thereafter have been in marked retreat ( 9 1 , p. 147;
72, p. 190), might mean that fhe moderate Medithermal age is a t an end,
and that there is now a general trend to a warmer and perhaps drier climate.
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The artifacts a t Wikiup are stone knives (33, 38, pp. 45, 49). Beds below
Mt. Mazama pumice in Paisley Five Mile Point Cave No. 1 contained miscellaneous stone artifacts, mat and rope of sagebrush bark, and a little basketry
(35, pp. 53-56, 6 1 ; 37, pp. 21, 39, 135, Figs. 5, 8). Prepumice layers in Paisley
Cave No. 3 contained worked obsidian and charcoal and ashes in association
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There were no artifacts above the Mt. Mazama pumice in Paisley Five
Mile Point Cave No. 3 (37, p. 93). Artifacts did occur, however, immediately
above this pumice in Paisley (
55, 60; 11, p
sidian, a paint mano and metate, wooden artifa
some basketry and matting of tule and sagebrush bark. There is no material
difference between the artifacts below and above the ~ u m i c e .Artifacts were
also found dirnpfl~ra h

nave Deen re
during the early and
The altithermal age is a blank page in the history of man in North
America, there being, except in southern Arizona ( 8 5 ) , an ostensible gap
between the Paleo-Indian of ~ l a c i a land Anathermal aee and the relatively well-known man nf +ha
be artificial, created

abandoned regions.

II
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rea at

There is no recognized record of man in the
Basin from the warm
and dry culmination. However, if part of the clay, silt, and fine sand in the
caves on Great Salt Lake was carried in by the wind (while part may have
been unintentionally brought in by man and beast), i t is reasonable t o assume
that the one or two lowest artifact-bearing beds resting directly on Bonneville
gravel in Deadman Cave (88) and perhaps in Black Rock Cave (89) derive
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